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450-1

450-2

450-3

 

450-1

Chapter 2 of the Final SEIS describes the Current Plan Alternative (Section 2.3) and the

Potential Plan Modifications Alternative in a level of detail appropriate for a State

Environmental Policy Act non-project SEIS. The range of corridors considered are intended

to represent a range of broad actions throughout the region—transit modes, corridors,

types of supporting facilities, programs, and policies— rather than specific projects that

could be built as part of each corridor.

450-2

Please see the response to common comment 16 - Increase parking availability at HCT

stations in section 5.3.4 of Chapter 5 of this Final SEIS.

450-3

Please see the response to common comment 17 - Feeder bus service in Section 5.3.4 of

Chapter 5 of this Final SEIS.

In accordance with the June 12, 2014 Executive Order from King County Executive Dow

Constantine and subsequent Sound Transit Board Motion #M2014-44, Sound Transit will

continue working with King County Metro and other transit providers to develop and

implement measures to effectively integrate transit services in the region. A report providing

the details of this integration, Getting There Together, is available on Sound Transit's web

site at:

http://www.soundtransit.org/Documents/pdf/about/201409_RPT_TransitIntegrationReport.p

df
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450-3

450-4

450-5

450-6

450-7

450-4

Please see the response to common comment 11 - Providing HCT service to areas outside

the current Sound Transit District boundary in Section 5.3.3 of Chapter 5 of this Final SEIS.

While Black Diamond, Covington, and Maple Valley are all located outside of the Sound

Transit District Boundary (see Figure 1-1 of the Final SEIS), the SEIS notes in Section 2.5

that all three would be a reasonable location for extending HCT service within PSRC's

urban growth area. In order to do so, Sound Transit must follow legislatively mandated

steps as described in Section 2.5 and which include reaching agreements with local

government agencies on how such extensions would be funded through intergovernmental

partnerships. To date, Sound Transit has not received a request for annexation/extension

of service from either Black Diamond, Covington, or Maple Valley.

The ridership forecasting completed for the Long-Range Plan Update SEIS does

incorporate growth in ridership from outside the Sound Transit district boundary, including

those areas east of Auburn.

450-5

The Long-Range Plan outlines Sound Transit's vision for the high-capacity transit (HCT)

system serving the urban areas of Snohomish, King, and Pierce counties. As such, the

Long-Range Plan identifies broadly defined HCT corridors, programs, and policies. In

keeping with the format of the Long-Range Plan, this plan-level SEIS broadly defines

potential high-capacity transit corridors and assumes that stations, parking areas,

operations and maintenance facilities, and other infrastructure needs would be

implemented along those corridors as necessary. Given the broad scale of analysis for this

SEIS, an assessment of the parking demand associated with each corridor is not feasible

at this time. However, for projects that are ultimately implemented as part of a future

system plan, more detailed project-level reviews would be completed. These reviews would

analyze station locations and parking demand in greater detail and would involve

coordination with local jurisdictions and other transit agencies as appropriate.

450-6

Please see the response to common comment 18 - Integration with local transit providers in

Section 5.3.4 of Chapter 5 of this Final SEIS.

450-7

The Sound Transit Board could consider making changes to subarea boundaries and

policies for future system plans. Currently, subarea equity is defined as utilizing local tax

revenues for transportation programs and services that benefit the residents and

businesses of a subarea generally in proportion to the level of revenues contributed by that

subarea. Subareas may fund projects outside their geographic boundary only when the

project benefits the residents and businesses of the funding subarea.
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450-7
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454-1

454-2

454-3

454-4

 

454-1

In the Final SEIS, this project was moved from the list of representative projects for the

Potential Plan Modifications Alternative in Appendix A, to the list of representative projects

for the Current Plan Alternative in Appendix A. Therefore, the Bellevue College Connection

Project remains in the Final SEIS as a representative project that could be implemented as

part of the Current Plan Alternative regardless of whether service is already in operation.

The list represents the types of projects or support facilities that could be implemented in

the future if, and when, any of the HCT corridors (as shown on the Current Plan Alternative

map) are implemented. Sound Transit has not completed a stand-alone Environmental

Assessment specifically for this project. However, like all of the representative projects

included in the SEIS, the types of impacts that could occur with these types of projects are

very broadly discussed at a plan-level in the Long-Range Plan Update SEIS.

454-2

Please see the response to common comment 16 - Increase parking availability at HCT

stations in section 5.3.4 of Chapter 5 of this Final SEIS.

454-3

The need for additional maintenance facilities is dependent on the level and geographic

coverage of system expansion. Maintenance facility capacity planning will be evaluated

during system planning. Detailed facility location and size decisions would then be

evaluated during future project-level reviews.

454-4

More detailed information on future maintenance facilities, to the extent that it is developed,

would be included as part of future system planning and project-level reviews.
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454-5

454-6

454-5

The Final SEIS has been modified to include a discussion about the June 12, 2014

Executive Order from King County Executive Dow Constantine and subsequent Sound

Transit Board Motion #M2014-44 regarding the integration of services between Sound

Transit and King County Metro. Sound Transit will continue working with King County Metro

and other transit providers to develop and implement measures to effectively integrate

transit services in the region, particularly before Link Light Rail stations open. A report

providing the details of this integration, Getting There Together, is available on Sound

Transit's web site at:

http://www.soundtransit.org/Documents/pdf/about/201409_RPT_TransitIntegrationReport.p

df

454-6

Sound Transit will work cooperatively and in partnership with local jurisdictions to

encourage pedestrian, bicycle, and transit access to facilities. This SEIS is a plan-level

rather than project-level SEIS. Accordingly alternatives are defined and evaluated broadly.

More detailed project-specific review and analysis will occur in the future for those projects

implemented as part of a future system plan. At that time, more detailed analyses of

pedestrian and bicycle facilities and their integration with high-capacity transit facilities

would occur. Sound Transit's Bicycle Policy and Access Policy are listed as current policies

in Appendix A.
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244-1

244-1

The Shaw Road Sounder station is listed as a representative project under the Current

Plan Alternative (see Appendix A of the Final SEIS, Tables A-1 through A-6). These are

projects that could be implemented along the corridors that comprise the Current Plan

Alternative regardless of whether service is already in operation along those corridors. The

list represents the types of projects or support facilities that could be implemented in the

future if funding is available.
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Sound Transit Long-Range Plan Update - RECORD #417 DETAIL
Submission Date : 7/28/2014
First Name : Tony
Last Name : Piasecki
Submission Content : On behalf of the City of Des Moines, I am submitting the following comment

regarding the DSEIS for the Regional Transit Long-Range Plan:

The City of Des Moines has not identified any substantive policy issues nor
does it have any review comments on the Regional Transit Long-Range Plan
(LRP) Update Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement.  Thank
you for the opportunity to review and comment on the LRP and for the July
24th Sound Transit staff presentation to our City Council

Tony Piasecki
Des Moines City Manager

CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT:  The information contained in this
electronic communication is personal, privileged and/or confidential
information intended only for the use of the individual(s) or entity(ies) to which
it has been addressed.  If you read this communication and are not the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution
or copying of this communication, other than delivery to the intended recipient
is strictly prohibited.  If you have received this communication in error, please
immediately notify the sender by reply e-mail.  Thank you.

Submission # 417
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461-1

461-1

The text in Appendix F has been revised to clarify that the comprehensive plan updates

under way for all jurisdictions in Snohomish County are based on VISION 2040, which

establishes growth expectations for the year 2035 that far exceed the growth capacity of

the 2025 Everett comprehensive plan. The text has also been modified to acknowledge that

light rail service to Everett would help the City achieve these higher growth targets.
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461-1
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Sound Transit Long-Range Plan Update - RECORD #448 DETAIL
Submission Date : 7/28/2014
First Name : Rick
Last Name : Perez
Submission Content : Thank you for the opportunity to comment on Sound Transit’s Long Range

Plan Update.

The City of Federal Way continues to support extension of Light Rail as
outlined as Corridor A in the current plan, either utilizing I-5 or SR 99
alignments. Failure to extend light rail to Tacoma would likely result in
continued over utilization of park and ride lot capacity by Pierce County
residents in addition to the significant demand in Federal Way.

We would also support the addition of Corridor 9 - Tukwila to SODO via
Duwamish Industrial Area. The City is concerned that travel times through the
current alignment through Rainier Valley or other potential station sites under
consideration would increase travel times and reduce ridership. Corridor 9
would shorten travel times between Seattle and Federal Way and increase
readership.

Thank you for considering our comments and supporting our efforts to bring
light rail to Federal Way as quickly as possible.

Sincerely,

Rick Perez, P.E.
City Traffic Engineer
City of Federal Way
33325 8th Avenue S
Federal Way WA 98003
253-835-2740
Fax 253-835-2709
rick.perez@cityoffederalway.com

Submission # 448
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465-1

 

465-1

Appendix F of the Final SEIS has been revised to reflect the information provided in the

City's comments.
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465-2

465-2

In response to this comment, the figures have been revised in the Final SEIS to

identify/label the City of Fife.
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460-1

460-2

460-3

 

460-1

The text in Section 4.9.3 of the Final SEIS notes that "...central Issaquah is designated as

an Urban Center in the King County Countywide Planning Policies. The City of Issaquah is

also actively in the process of seeking designation from PSRC as a Regional Growth

Center." In the call-out box for designated regional growth centers in East King County,

Issaquah has been added as "City preparing application to submit to PSRC".

460-2

The reference to low demand along the I-90 corridor has been removed from the applicable

table in the Final SEIS.

460-3

An Issaquah to Issaquah Highlands light rail corridor and bus rapid transit corridor have

been added to the Potential Plan Modifications Alternative and studied to the same level of

detail as other corridors in the Final SEIS. Please see Figures 2-9 and 2-10 in the Final

SEIS for the location of corridor 18 – Issaquah to Issaquah Highlands (light rail) and

corridor 28 - Issaquah to Issaquah Highlands (BRT).
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460-4

460-5

460-6

460-4

A new north-south screenline has been added at I-90 just west of Lake Sammamish State

Park. The results are presented in the Final SEIS, Section 3.4.1 (Impacts on Transit

Ridership). The results are also presented in the Transportation Technical Report

(Appendix K of the Final SEIS), Section 4.1.2 Transit system performance measures.

460-5

Costco's World Headquarters in Issaquah has been added as a major employer.

460-6

The 2012 HOV data in the SEIS reflects the most recently available information on HOV

lane performance. It was provided in the 2013 Washington State Department of

Transportation Corridor Capacity Report published in November 2013.
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Letter to James Irish, Sound Transit LRP Scoping
November 20, 2013
Page2

Along with continuing support for the SR-522 high capacity transit route in the Long Range Plan, the City is
interested in potential future station locations—specifically in the City of Kenmore. The City is working
toward development of a vibrant downtown, has purchased property on SR-522 that could be considered for
a future stop/station, and is focused on making the area pedestrian-oriented and transit-friendly. The City
presently is preparing a Transit-Oriented District Overlay Zone that will encourage transit-supportive
developmentwithin one-quarter mile of the SR-522 corridor. The large Park and Ride along SR-522 in
Kenmore provides another opportunity for transit station consideration.

Outside of our city, connections to the light rail station at NE 1 45th Street and 1-5 are important. We
anticipate that Kenmore residents, students and workers will utilize this station. NE 145th Street already is
congested during peak periods and additional traffic traveling to and from the light rail station will worsen this
condition. The City of Kenmore would like to see improvements to NE 145th Street included as part of the
Long Range Plan. In particular, the City supports completion of the business access and transit lanes from
the 1-5/NE 145th Street station to Bothell, bus service connections from SR-522 to the NE 145th Street light
rail station, and mitigation of parking overflows in corridor cities.

In summary, we hope the following will be addressed through the Long Range Plan SEIS scoping process:

o Reconfirm SR-522 as a high priority corridor for HCT.
o Evaluate the impact of tolling on the transportation system and, in particular, the impacts of increased

vehicular traffic on the SR-522 corridor and how that might be alleviated by HCT.
o Evaluate the demand for bus rapid transit (BRT) on the SR-522 corridor.
o Consider BRT as an interim solution, especially given existing infrastructure, until light rail becomes

more feasible in the long term.
o Consider station locations in the Kenmore area.
o Address multimodal access to station locations.
o Address mitigation for overflow transit parking.
o Evaluate connections between Kenmore and other north lake cities and the NE 145th Street/l-5 light

rail station.

If you have any questions about our comments, please do not hesitate to email or call. We look forward to
working with you in this planning effort.

Sincerely, /1

Rob Karlins
City Manager
rkarlinsey~kenmorewa.qov

18120 6&I1 Ave NE PC Box 82607 Kenmore, WA 98028
Office: (425) 398-8900 Fax: (425) 481-3236 cityhall©kenmorewa.gov www.kenmorewa.gov

Submission # 449
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408-1

408-2

 

408-1

Please see the response to common comment 16 - Increase parking availability at HCT

stations in section 5.3.4 of Chapter 5 of this Final SEIS.

However, an analysis of the benefits of structured parking at it relates to TOD is beyond the

scope of the Long-Range Plan update process. Specific to the Kent-Des Moines Station,

system requirements, including park-and-ride capacity, are being assessed as part of the

project-level Federal Way Link Extension project.

408-2

Appendix A of this Final SEIS includes a number of representative projects for the Current

Plan Alternative that focus on access improvements, non-motorized connections, and TOD.

In addition, Sound Transit's TOD policy, Access Policy and Bicycle Policy also support

these connections. Specific improvements at new or existing stations would be evaluated in

more detail during project development, for those projects implemented as part of the next

phase of system planning.
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408-2

408-3

408-4

408-5

408-6

408-7

408-3

As indicated in Appendix A of the Final SEIS, the Current Plan Alternative includes

representative projects to improve feeder services and other connections to HCT stations.

In addition, the Final SEIS has been modified to include a discussion about the June 12,

2014 Executive Order from King County Executive Dow Constantine and subsequent

Sound Transit Board Motion #M2014-44 regarding the integration of services between

Sound Transit and King County Metro. Sound Transit will continue working with King

County Metro and other transit providers to develop and implement measures toeffectively

integrate transit services in the region, particularly before Link Light Rail stations open. A

report providing the details of this integration, Getting There Together, is available on

Sound Transit's web site at:

http://www.soundtransit.org/Documents/pdf/about/201409_RPT_TransitIntegrationReport.p

df

408-4

Please see the response to common comment 12 - Sounder service in Section 5.3.3 of

Chapter 5 of this Final SEIS.

408-5

The station description and guideway cross-sections included in Chapter 2 of the Final

SEIS are very general to provide the reader with the conceptual functions of the facilities.

While pedestrian crossings, either elevated or across the tracks, are features that would

commonly be incorporated, they are not intrinsic to the design and could be incorporated in

various ways.

408-6

Sound Transit must follow legislatively mandated steps before annexing areas into the

Sound Transit District or extending services beyond the current district boundary.

Extensions of service can occur without changing or annexing the district boundary. The

Final SEIS summarizes the process and requirements in Sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2.

408-7

Appendix F of this Final SEIS has been revised to include Kent’s Downtown Subarea

Action Plan.
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July 24, 2014

Sound Transit

Attention: Karin ErtI, Long Range Plan Draft SEIS Comments
Union Station

401 S. Jackson

Seattle, WA 98104

Dear Ms. ErtI:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement (DSEIS) for Sound Transit's Regional Transit Long-Range Plan (LRP) Update. We
appreciate the amount of time and effort that goes into producing a document of this type. Our
comments fall into three main categories: Connections, Restoring Consideration of Alternative
Technologies to the DSEIS and Looking Forward.

Connections

The primary interest of the City of Kirkland is connection of the Totem Lake Urban Center to the
rest of the region with High Capacity Transit. We therefore request the largest possible number
of options for doing so be included in the DSEIS and the LRP update. The Eastside Rail Corridor
(ERC) and 1-405 Corridor Studies you recently completed were helpful in looking at choices to
connect Totem Lake. The Bus Rapid Transit alternative on 1-405 should include the ability to
exit 1-405, travel through the urban center and rejoin 1-405. An example of such a connection
might be at NE 128'̂ Street and NE 116'̂ ^ Street. This may require new facilities to ensure
travel speed and schedule reliability and an evaluation of these facilities should be included in
the DSEIS.

We request that Street Car also be included as an alternative mode for the ERC in the LRP. The
DSEIS indicates that Sound Transit envisions the use of Street Cars between transit centers.

The corridor between Totem Lake and the East Link stop at Overlake Hospital is an ideal place
for such a link.

A second critical Kirkland interest is to connect the Downtown Central Business District and

Kirkland Transit Center (a Sound Transit investment from Sound Move) to any High Capacity
Transit on 1-405 or along the Eastside Rail Corridor. Under Kirkland's current zoning the
downtown could add more than one million square feet of Class A office space, several hundred
thousand square feet of retail and a significant number of multifamily dwelling units within the
next ten years. This requires new transit access facilities connected to 1-405 at NE 85^*^ Street
or NE 70^^ Street and we respectfully request that Sound Transit also include these or similar
alternatives in the DSEIS so that they can be included in the revised Long Range Plan.

Language should be added to the Plan that clearly indicates HCT on SR 520 will connect with
the South Kirkland Park and Ride.

We support connecting Sound Transit services with superior quality bicycle and pedestrian
facilities not only at stations and stops, but also on streets that are used to connect to those
stations and stops. This is one type of "last mile"connection. In the Long Range Plan Sound
Transit should consider how other last mile connections will be made; if not by Sound Transit
then how connections with other service providers will be made.

123 Fifth Avenue • Kirkland, Washington 98033-61 89 • 425.587.3000 • www.kirklandwa.gov

462-1

462-2

462-3

462-4

462-5

 

462-1

The Final SEIS considers at the corridor-wide level several corridors with connections to

Totem Lake. As discussed in Section 2.3 of the Final SEIS, corridors D, Q, and X would

serve the Totem Lake area. Potential Plan Modifications Alternative corridors discussed in

Section 2.4 that could serve the Totem Lake area include Final SEIS Corridors 10, 14, 37,

41, and 42. Specific routes or alignments for any of these corridors are not yet defined. This

SEIS process precedes any future project-levelreviews for individual projects at which time

evaluation of any new facilities would be included.

462-2

In response to this comment, streetcar along the Eastside Rail Corridor has been added to

the Potential Plan Modifications Alternative. Please see Section 2.4.5 of the Final SEIS ,

Figure 2-11, and Table A-11 in Appendix A.

462-3

Appendix A of the Final SEIS includes several representative projects for access

improvements between downtown Kirkland and I-405 at NE 85th Street and NE 70th Street

("Kirkland at 85th HOV Center Direct Access," "Houghton (Kirkland) I-405 Center HOV

Direct Access," and "Improve non-motorized access to stations.") In addition, Appendix A

has been updated to include a new representative project: "Improve pedestrian access

between HCT on the Eastside Rail Corridor and the Kirkland Transit Center." The list

represents the types of projects or support facilities that could be implemented in the future

if, and when, any of the HCT corridors are implemented.

462-4

Detailed alignment and station location decisions, including decisions on how new high

capacity transit facilites would connect to existing park and rides, will be evaluated during

future project-level reviews. At that time, the city and other stakeholders will have additional

opportunities to comment.

462-5

Appendix A of the SEIS includes a number of representative projects, including many

access related projects, that could be implemented along any of the high capacity transit

corridors studied in the SEIS. More detailed project-specific analysis of access

improvements would occur in the future for those projects that are implemented as part of a

future system plan.
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462-6

462-7

462-6

Section 2.6 of the Final SEIS has been revised to provide additional clarification. Several

technologies that have moderate to high HCT capabilities, but that are generally less

suitable for Sound Transit, could be considered for off-spine service that operates on

principally exclusive rights-of-way but does not interline with the spine and is not intended

to feed the spine. Other technologies could also be considered, in some situations, as HCT

supportive services.

In either case, consideration should be given to whether these other technologies provide

the cost-effectiveness, flexibility, and reliability to meet future needs. New transit

technologies for Sound Transit, especially non-standard or unconventional technologies,

likely have different operations, power and other requirements, and would likely require

additional separate operations and maintenance facilities as described previously. In

addition, using a different technology for off-spine service could preclude options for

interlining transit lines with the spine as the system is modified or expanded in the future.

462-7

Please see the response to common comment 21 - Alternative technologies - General in

Section 5.3.4 of Chapter 5 of this Final SEIS.
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462-7
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442-1

442-2

 

442-1

A park-and-ride facility in Lake Forest Park is one of the representative projects listed in the

SEIS Appendix A, Table A-6). A new park-and-ride facility could be implemented if included

as part of a future system plan. In addition, several corridors are identified in the SFEIS that

would serve Lake Forest Park. The Current Plan Alternative includes HCT service from

Northgate to Bothell on SR 522 (corridor L). The Potential Plan Modifications Alternative

includes light rail service from North Kirkland or UW-Bothell to Northgate via SR 522

(corridor 10) as well as Ballard to Bothell service (corridor 11), which could pass through

Lake Forest Park. For any corridors included in the adopted Long-Range Plan, specific

alignments, station locations and configurations will be evaluated later during project

development if implemented as part of a future system plan.

442-2

Please see the response to common comment 17 - Feeder bus service in Section 5.3.4 of

Chapter 5 of this Final SEIS.
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442-3

442-3

Appendix F has been revised to indicate that the City Council of Lake Forest Park recently

passed the Southern Gateway Sub Area Plan zoning changes which allows for residential

development and higher density along the SR-522 corridor beginning at 145th.
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 July 25, 2014 

 
Sound Transit 
Attention:  Karin Ertl, Long-Range Plan Draft SEIS 
Union Station 
401 S. Jackson Street 
Seattle, WA  98104 
 

SENT VIA E-MAIL:  LongRangePlan@soundtransit.org 
 
The City of Lakewood has reviewed the Regional Transit Long-Range Plan Update 
Draft Supplemental Impact Statement (DEIS).  The following comments are 
offered for your consideration.   
 

Current Plan Alternative 
Commuter Rail, Study Corridor “I” - DuPont to Lakewood 

 
Land Use  
 
Comment 1:  Between Bridgeport Way and Berkeley Avenue SW, there are 
commercial and industrial buildings that are located immediately adjacent to the 
Sound Transit railroad right-of-way.  All of these buildings pre-date city 
incorporation (1996) and many were likely constructed without building permits.  
A significant number of these businesses use the railroad right-of-way for vehicle 
parking and storage.  Some businesses may be using the right-of-way without 
authorization from Sound Transit.  Sound Transit has taken steps to have 
businesses obtain leases although the current status of specific properties is 
unknown by the City.  This situation is found along the entire right-of-way with a 
greater degree of encroachment in the Tillicum Neighborhood.  Sound Transit’s 
efforts to address rights-of-way encroachment could place undo financial 
hardships on some of these businesses and may even result in business closures.  
 
Recommendation(s):   
 

 Sound Transit should provide the City of Lakewood with information as to 
the status of leases and encroachment within the railroad corridor.   

 
 In consultation with the City of Lakewood, Sound Transit should fund a 

Tillicum commercial corridor redevelopment plan for properties adjacent to 
Sound Transit’s railroad right-of-way.    

 
 

 
  

463-1

 

463-1

Property encroachments along the Lakewood segment of track is not related to the Long-

Range Plan Update SEIS. Sound Transit has provided information and is working directly

with the city on the subject of this comment. For any additional information, please contact

Steve Sawyer or Nancy Bennett at Sound Transit.
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Comment 2:  Lakewood’s Comprehensive Plan proposes a railway station stop in the 
Tillicum Neighborhood.  This proposed station is not mentioned in the DSIS.    

 
Recommendation(s):   

 
 Sound Transit long range plans should designate a commuter rail stop in Tillicum.  

Such a proposed stop should be integrated into any area redevelopment plans.  
 
Safety  
 
Comment 3:  The existing railroad right-of-way which runs through the City is not often 
used, except for occasional use by Tacoma Rail or the military to move heavy freight from 
JBLM to the Port of Tacoma or vice versa.  When in use, because of poor track conditions, 
train speeds are limited to 10 MPH.  Residents who live next to the tracks, some of which 
are low-income, have grown accustomed to using it as a pedestrian trail even though 
technically such activity is trespassing.  Sound Transit should recognize that because of low 
train volume and slow speeds, the general public, at this point, sees no safety problem.   
Use of the tracks as a pedestrian corridor is particularly common south of 108th Street SW 
and extending through the residential sections of the City and the Tillicum community.  For 
reasons of safety, with the increased rail activity proposed by both Sound Transit and 
Amtrak, the use of the rail corridor by pedestrians will need to cease.   
 
The project may have impacts on the City’s public safety services in terms of emergency 
responses since the rail line splits Lakewood into east and west halves.  In the event of a 
train derailment or other serious accident, there could be serious issues with first 
responders, utility providers, and the Clover Park School District.     
 
The situation is even more acute within the Tillicum community.  Tillicum is separated from 
the rest of the City by I-5, American Lake and bordered on one side by a National Guard 
facility.  Again, should a train derailment occur here, the entire community would be 
completely cut-off.  There are already frequent occasions where police and fire, responding 
to 911 calls, cannot access Tillicum because of traffic congestion on I-5. 
 
Recommendation(s):   

 
 In consultation with the City of Lakewood, Sound Transit should develop a pedestrian 

rail safety management plan.  
 
 Vandal-resistant fencing or barriers along at-grade portions of the alignment should 

be a requirement of the project. 
 
 Sound Transit should provide a pedestrian/bicycle path/emergency vehicle access 

connecting the Tillicum and Woodbrook Neighborhoods (North Thorne Lane SW to 
Gravelly Lake Drive SW) with the rest of the City of Lakewood. 

 
Noise 
 
Comment 4:  Commuter rail traffic will generate noise and vibration adjacent to existing 
established neighborhoods.   
 
  

463-2

463-3

463-4

 

463-2

The Draft SEIS included a list of representative projects that could be implemented within

any of the HCT corridors that comprise the Current Plan Alternative or the Potential Plan

Modification Alternative. Specific projects, locations, operating characteristics, and levels of

service would be determined and evaluated at the project level. Accordingly, new or

different representative projects that are not listed, but that are similar to the types of

representative projects listed, could be implemented at the project-level. The examples of

representative projects listed in Appendix A of the Draft SEIS included a possible Sounder

station at Joint Base Lewis-McChord (JBLM). This station could be located in the Tillicum

neighborhood. In this Final SEIS, the name of this representative Sounder station in the

Current Plan Alternative has been revised to “Joint Base Lewis McChord (JBLM)/Tillicum”

to reflect this.

463-3

Project specific issues, including pedestrian safety and emergency vehicle access, would

be addressed during future project-level reviews. At that time, the City of Lakewood would

also have additional opportunities to comment regarding rail safety measures.

463-4

As noted in Section 4.3.5 of the Final SEIS, mitigation is provided when a project would

create noise or vibration impacts above the applicable federal, state, and local criteria, and

when the mitigation is feasible and reasonable to provide. Sound Transit's Light Rail Noise

Mitigation Policy establishes policies intended to guide the mitigation of noise impacts.

Section 4.3.5 includes many examples of measures that could be implemented for

purposes of mitigating noise and vibration impacts during both construction and operation

of Sound Transit rail facilities. These potential mitigation measures include constructing

noise barriers or berms and operating warning devices at minimum levels.
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Recommendation(s):   

 
 Sound Transit should implement measures to adequately mitigate noise and 

vibration impacts associated with the project including construction of sound walls 
adjacent to single family zoned properties.   

 
 Establish Quiet Zone Designations and install all related improvements through the 

City of Lakewood to improve the quality of life of the local community by eliminating 
unwanted train horn noise. 

 
Heavy Rail 
 
Comment 5:  As was mentioned previously, Tacoma Rail and JBLM currently use the train 
line through Lakewood to move heavy rail.  Heavy rail activity, however, is significantly 
limited because of the poor condition of the tracks, but the old tracks are ultimately to be 
replaced with new tracks.  New track installation has occurred at least down to Bridgeport 
Way SW, in part to support Sound Transit’s commuter operations in Lakewood.  When a full 
track replacement occurs, Lakewood may see increased heavy rail traffic.  Heavy rail 
moving southward from Tacoma appears unlikely because of the existing grade (trains 
would have to traverse a fairly steep incline leaving Tacoma).  However, heavy rail moving 
northward appears more likely.   
 
Recommendation(s):  
 

 Lakewood would like assurances from Sound Transit that this section of the railroad 
corridor will not be used for heavy rail operations. 

 
 

Potential Plan Modification Alternative 
Commuter Rail, Study Corridors 5 and 17 - Lakewood to Parkland 

 
 
Comment 6:  The figures contained in the DSEIS are fairly small, but it appears that the 
proposal would run a rail line adjacent to the 112th Street right-of-way from Lakewood to 
State Route 7.  There is no existing rail line in this corridor.  The route runs through the 
McChord Field Clear Zone.  The current Air Installation Corridor Compatibility Use Zone 
(AICUZ) Study, dated 1999, does not list transportation facilities as an allowable use.   

 
Recommendation(s):   

 
 A revised AICUZ is due out in 2014.  A Joint Land Use Study will be completed in 

2015.  Sound Transit may want to monitor these reports to determine whether or 
not a rail line at this location is appropriate.  

 
Comment 7:  The proposal to run a rail line at this location is currently not consistent with 
the City’s long-range planning documents.   
 
Recommendation(s):   

 
 Implementation of Study Corridors 5 and 17 would require amendments to the City’s 

Comprehensive Plan and land uses and development code.   

463-4

463-5

463-6

463-7

 

463-5

Sound Transit operates commuter rail service and does not operate freight rail service and

has no authority in the level of freight allowed within the corridor. When Sound transit

operates on tracks subject to FRA common carrier provisions, those provisions dictate

access to the tracks.

463-6

Section 4.9 of the Final SEIS has been revised accordingly. Further, the current Long-

Range Plan states that "the lines on the map representing future service investments are

intended to show general corridors that would be served, and do not represent specific

routings or alignments." Therefore, specific alignments will not be identified in the updated

Long-Range Plan. For those corridors that are ultimately funded and implemented, more

detailed project-level reviews will occur in the future including a more in-depth alternatives

analysis that evaluates various alignment options. At that time, the public will have

additional opportunities to review and comment on those alignment options.

463-7

The discussion of Lakewood in Section 4.9 of the Final SEIS has been revised to

acknowledge that Corridors 5 and 17 are not consistent with the City's Comprehensive

Plan.
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463-8

463-8

All of the corridors studied in the Final SEIS are intended to reflect a general area within

which high-capacity transit could be implemented. The current Long-Range Plan explicitly

states that “the lines on the map representing future service investments are intended to

show general corridors that would be served, and do not represent specific

routings or alignments.” Therefore, the two corridors noted in your comment could

potentially connect to the Lakewood Station. (Please note that Draft SEIS corridor 17 has

been re-numbered to corridor 20 in the Final SEIS). The analysis of alignments, station

locations, and other design details would be evaluated during future project-level reviews

for those corridors that are ultimately implemented. At that time, the city and other

stakeholders would have additional opportunities to comment.
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IE
LYN NWOOD

WASI{INGTON

RESOTUTTON NO.2014-15

A RESOLUTION OF THE CIW OF TYNNWOOD WASHINGTON,

REGARDING THE SOUND TRANSIT DRAFT SUPPTEMENTAL

ENVIRONMENTAT IMPACT STATEMENT TO UPDATE THE IONG

RANGE PIAN FOR HIGH CAPACITY TRANSIT SERVICE.

WHEREAS, The Central Puget Sound Regional Transit Authority (Sound Transit) released

the Draft Environmental lmpact Statement (DSEIS) for the Long-Range Plan Update on June 13,

2014 with a public review and comment period closing on July 28, 2014; and

WHEREAS, Sound Transit intends to utilize information from the DSEIS to help make

decisions regarding the update to the Long Range Plan by the end of 2074, to sustainably serve

regional mobility needs providing an alternative to travel by automobile and the congested

freeway network; and

WHEREAS, the City recognizes the importance of providing high capacity transit to

Puget Sound Regional Council designated Regional Growth Centers and Manufacturing /
lndustrial Centers supporting population and employment growth goals of the State, Region

and City; and

WHEREAS, the Long Range Plan, once updated, will shape potential future ballot

measures for consideration by voters; and

WHEREAS, the City can be impacted and can benefit from regional transportation

proposed within the Long Range Plan update including factors such as mode type, route

alignment and potential station areas; and

WHEREAS, within the DSEIS, Sound Transit has proposed various high capacity transit

modes including light rail, commuter rail, regional express bus/bus rapid transit, and streetcars

as potential options for consideration in regionaltransit expansion planning; and

WHEREAS, in 2008, voters approved expanding liSht rail transit north to the Lynnwood

Transit Center (Lynnwood Link) planned to be operational within 9 years by 2023, thereby

investing heavily in the light rail transportation mode; and
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WHEREAS, the City is working to support increased accessibility and multi-modal

transportation within its PSRC designated Regional Growth Center with service time and

reliability critical components for attracting ridership; and

WHEREAS, the City is working with Sound Transit on the Lynnwood Link Extension to

identify the best alignment and station design to support plans under both the existing ST2

program, but also prepare for a future light rail extension heading north through the City; and

WHEREAS, the City desires to continue working with Sound Transit to provide a

mutually acceptable northbound alignment through Lynnwood from the Transit Center with

stations in areas planned for growth including the City Center-Core (platform), the Alderwood

area, and up to 164th St.5W and beyond;

NOW, THEREFORE, THE CIW COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF LYNNWOOD DOES HEREBY

RESOLVE AS FOLLOWS:

1. That Sound Transit extend high capacity transit service north from Lynnwood to the

city of Everett.

2. That such service be provided by light rail transit.

3. That the extension of high capacity transit proceed from the Lynnwood Transit

Center north with station locations in the Lynnwood City Center and the vicinity of Alderwood

mall; which are both located in the Lynnwood Regional Growth Center.

4. That light rail transit north from Lynnwood should provide service to park and ride

facilities along 164th Street SW within the Lynnwood Municipal Growth Area.

5. That light rail transit proceed north to serve the Regional Growth Center in Everett

and the Southwest Everett lndustrialCenter (Paine Field and Boeing).

RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF LYNNWOOD, WASHINGTON, this 28TH

day of July,2OL4.

APPROVED:

NB,rlL
Nicola Smith, Mayor

20t4-L6
2

447-1

447-1

The representative projects list for the Current Plan Alternatives (Final SEIS Appendix A,

Table A-6) includes a station at 164th Street SW and Ash Way. However, specific projects,

locations, operating characteristics, and levels of service would be determined and

evaluated at the project-level in the future for those projects that are implemented as part of

a future system plan.
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ATTEST/AUTHENTICATE

FILEDwITHADMINISTIIATIVESERVICES: 07/2912014
PASSED BY THE CITY COUNCIL: O1/2a12O14

RESOLUTION NUMBER: 2014.T6

3

2014-16
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423-1

423-1

All of the corridors studied in the Final SEIS are intended to reflect a general area within

which high-capacity transit could be implemented.  The current Long-Range Plan explicitly

states that “the lines on the map representing future service investments are intended to

show general corridors that would be served, and do not represent specific routings or

alignments.” Specific alignments will not be identified in the updated Long-Range Plan.  For

those corridors that are ultimately funded and implemented, more detailed project-level

reviews will occur in the future including a more in-depth alternatives analysis that

evaluates various alignment options.  At that time, the public will have additional

opportunities to review and comment on those alignment options.
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451-1

451-2

451-3

451-4

451-5

451-1

As noted in Section 2.3 of the SEIS, the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) requires

evaluation of a "no action" alternative that for plan-level proposals is the existing plan with

no changes to current management direction. For this SEIS, the no action alternative is the

existing Long-Range Plan which by its definition is financially unconstrained. Unfunded light

rail portions of the existing plan are shown in Figure 2-8 of the Final SEIS. In terms of

potential ridership and other performance benefits, the SEIS specifically evaluated the 2040

ST2 condition as well as the 2040 Current Plan condition in order to disclose the difference

between the funded elements of the current plan and the current plan in its entirety,

including funded and unfunded elements. As explained in Section 3.2, the 2040 ST2

condition modeled in the SEIS "is the funded program of high-capacity transit (HCT)

expansion approved for financing by the voters in 2008...". The Final SEIS has also been

revised to clarify that the ST2 funding does not fully implement the current Long-Range

Plan.

451-2

This Final SEIS is a plan-level rather than project-level EIS. Accordingly, alternatives are

defined and evaluated broadly. More detailed project-specific analysis would occur in the

future for those projects that are implemented as part of a future system plan. The detailed

project-specific analysis would include analysis of multi-modal access. In addition, a

number of representative projects (listed in Appendix A, Tables A-6 and A-11) include

access features as well as increasing parking capacity. Prior to adding any additional

parking, Sound Transit would work with the affected jurisdiction to quantify the parking

impact and determine whether parking management and enforcement or other strategies

could be applied to minimize the impact.

451-3

Sound Transit's planned facilities and services provide the basis of the high-capacity transit

element of Transportation 2040, the regional transportation plan for the Puget Sound

region developed by the Puget Sound Regional Council. As required under state law,

Sound Transit system plans are reviewed by the Puget Sound Regional Council for

conformity with their regional transportation plan.

451-4

Please see the response to common comment 18 - Integration with local transit providers in

Section 5.3.4 of Chapter 5 of this Final SEIS.

451-5

This Final SEIS is a plan-level, rather than a project-level, EIS. Accordingly, alternatives are

defined and impacts are evaluated broadly. More detailed project-specific environmental

review, including evaluating land use impacts, would occur in the future for those projects

that are implemented as part of a future system plan. Sound Transit has also adopted a

Transit Orientated Development Policy and recent TOD Program Strategic Plan Update to
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451-5

451-6

451-7

451-8

451-9

451-10

451-11

 

451-5

help guide land use considerations in HCT development.

451-6

Section 3.4.1 of the Final SEIS discusses the effects of the Potential Plan Modifications on

transit ridership. Highway system congestion is introduced in Section 3.1.1 and further

discussed in Section 3.3.6. Service to urban centers, including discussion of the improved

connections and service times between urban centers is included in Appendix K, Section

4.2.

451-7

Reliability of transit trips would be dependent on several factors such as as configuration of

HCT lines and the extent of exclusive operations. However, the Final SEIS is a plan-level

rather than a project-level EIS. Accordingly, the corridors are defined and evaluated

broadly. The configuration of HCT guideways and the extent of exclusive operations has

not yet been determined. These characteristics would be identified and evaluated at the

project-level for those projects implemented as part of a future system plan.

451-8

This Final SEIS is a plan-level, rather than project-level EIS. Accordingly, the alternatives

are defined and evaluated broadly. More detailed project-specific analysis, including

mitigation analysis, would be conducted in the future as part of project development for

those projects implemented as part of a future system plan.

451-9

Page 4-1 of the Final SEIS has been revised to clarify that "impacts would be mitigated in

accordance with requirements established by local, state, and federal requirements as

appropriate." Examples of commitments to meeting local environmental codes or

regulations are also noted throughout the SEIS.

451-10

Please see the response to common comment 17 - Feeder bus service in Section 5.3.4 of

Chapter 5 of this Final SEIS.

451-11

The list of representative projects for the Current Plan as included in Appendix A of this

Final SEIS includes "Restructure or enhance ST Express Routes 555/566/567." An

enhancement to ST Express Routes 566/567 could include extending these routes.
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City of Redmond 
Sound Transit Regional Transit Long-Range Plan Update 

June 2014 Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement Technical Comments 
 
General 

 Corridor related maps are difficult to read because each corridor is the same color.  The final 
SEIS should consider using different colors for each corridor on at least one map so that the 
specific extent of the corridors can be identified. 
 

Alternatives Considered (Chapter 2) 

 (PG 2‐22, 2‐23 and 2‐29) Representative Projects, Programs and Policies section does not 
include pedestrian and bicycle access and safety at regional express bus/bus rapid transit 
stations as a representative project.  The SEIS should be revised to include these types of 
projects for regional express bus/bus rapid transit stations in order to increase transit ridership. 
 

Transportation (Chapter 3) 

 (PG 3‐2)  The background section does not address changes in travel and vehicle operating costs, 
such as the effect changes in fuel costs or alternative energy vehicles may have on travel 
behavior. The SEIS should address the impact that this may have on travel behavior. 

 (PG 3‐22) Why does the travel time between the Redmond Urban Center and Seattle CBD 
increase in Table 3‐5? 

 (PG 3‐29) Include a ridership mid‐point average in ridership estimates included in Table 3‐7 in 
order to make comparisons easier and the table less confusing.  Table needs some supporting 
explanation as to under what conditions implementation of the Long Range Plan Alternative 
would not increase ridership compared to ST2. 

 (PG 3‐51) Access to Transit section describes how people access transit, and not whether people 
can access transit.  Analysis focuses on SOV mode share, and does not assess whether more, 
less, or the same number of people can access transit.  SEIS should evaluate impacts the current 
plan and alternative have on the regions ability to access transit. 

 (PG 3‐53) The peak auto access share estimates for transit trips shown in Table 3‐12 have limited 
meaning given increases/decreases in access by other modes were not evaluated.  SEIS should 
include an evaluation of how the alternatives impact people’s ability to access transit by any 
mode. 

 (PG 3‐55) Local Bus Service section is confusing.  First paragraph implies improved Express/BRT 
could reduce demand for local transit.  Second paragraph discusses increased demand from 
improved connections.  SEIS should be revised to clarify the impacts on, and role of, local transit. 

 (PG 3‐57) Parking section does not include park and rides filling up earlier as an impact.  Only 
identifies increased spillover and removal of on‐street parking as impacts. SEIS should include 
this issue in the description of impacts. 

 (PG 3‐64) Construction Mitigation section does not include improved local or regional transit 
service as a mitigation measure. SEIS should include transit service as a mitigation measure.  
Additionally the draft SEIS seems to push responsibility onto the contractor, but SEIS should 
clarify that Sound Transit ultimately needs to ensure that the contractor provides adequate 
parking for workers. 

451-12

451-13

451-14

451-15

451-16

451-17

451-18

451-19

451-20

451-21

451-12

In response to this comment, the corridor related maps have been revised in this Final

SEIS to provide a clearer depiction of the individual corridors and their termini.

451-13

Appendix A of the SEIS list various representative projects, policies and programs for

improved non-motorized access to stations that serve all modes. For additional clarity,

Sections 2.3 and 2.4 of the Final SEIS have been revised to specify that representative

projects for all modes include pedestrian and bicycle access and safety improvements.

451-14

The Chapter 3 background discussion has been expanded to include the effect of fuel cost.

451-15

In the ST2 condition, modeled transit trips from Redmond to downtown Seattle use ST

Express Route 545 service. For the Current Plan Alternative, transit trips would use

Eastlink light rail transit service, which has slightly longer travel time.

451-16

This Final SEIS is a planning-level rather than project-level EIS. Therefore the alternatives

are defined and evaluated broadly. Because the alternatives are defined and evaluated

broadly (as opposed to specific corridors evaluated in a project-level EIS), the ridership in

Table 3-7 is presented in ranges, to reflect a greater level of uncertainty.

451-17

Please see the response to common comment 17 - Feeder bus service in Section 5.3.4 of

Chapter 5 of this Final SEIS.

As noted in Section 3.4.2 of the SEIS, the programmatic-level impact analysis cannot

provide more detailed information on access since the number and location of HCT stations

has not yet been determined.

451-18

The access-related information provided in Table 3-12 of the Final SEIS reflects the travel

forecasts for a plan-level assessment of HCT alternatives, as compared to forecasts for a

project-level EIS. Auto access information is presented in Table 3-12 but the access

breakdown for other modes cannot yet be determined; for example, bus access would

require analysis for a specific corridor with defined locations of HCT stations. More detailed

project-specific analysis (such as more detailed analysis of mode of access) would be

conducted in the future for those projects that are advanced as part of a future system plan.

Note that a number of potential projects supporting improved access to HCT stations are

included in Appendix A as representative projects. Representative projects could also be
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Environmental Impacts and Mitigation (Chapter 4) 

Visual Quality and Aesthetics (Subsection 4.8) 

 (PG 4‐109) It’s not clear that Supporting Facilities is an “includes‐but‐not limited‐to” list; SEIS 
should make this clearer, especially since this comes up later in the document. 

 (PG 4‐123) Figure 4‐37 calls out Microsoft main campus as industrial; this should be corrected in 
Final SEIS. 

 (PG 4‐125) East King County land use description needs to be improved, include that there is a 
significant amount of mixed‐use and multi‐family in suburban city centers in Final SEIS. 
 

Parks and Recreation (Subsection 4.11) 

 It is unclear which parks are within the proposed one mile study area for corridor K as shown on 
Figure 4‐39 and Figure G‐1 in the associated appendix.  Also Table 1 in Appendix G does not 
seem to show the complete list of parks within the mile study area, so the table below is a 
complete list of City of Redmond parks and regional trails so that the appropriate parks can be 
verified. 

 The Eastside Rail Corridor needs to be added as it is a rails to trails project, just like many other 
trails listed in Table 1 in Appendix G (e.g.; Burke Gilman Trail and East Lake Sammamish Trail). 

 Table 1 in appendix G should show the city name, as many parks have the same or similar 
names.  Some correction comments are made in the table below, such as Viewpoint Park is in 
Redmond, Slough Park is now called Dudley Carter Park, and it is unclear which Watershed Park 
or Skate Park is listed (Redmond or other). 
 

   Redmond Parks, Trails, and Recreation Facilities 
In ST LRP 
DEIS 

Comment 

Anderson  Yes    

Arthur Johnson  Yes    

Bear & Evans Creek Trail Corridor Open Space       

Bear Creek Park  Yes    

Bear Evans Creek Greenway  Yes    

Bridle Crest Trail   Yes    

Cascade View  Yes    

Conrad Olson Farm       

Downtown Park       

Edge Skate Park      Is this 1051? 

Farrel‐McWhirter       

Flagpole Plaza        

Park Near 154th Street NE (undeveloped)       

Park Near NE 46th Street (undeveloped)       

Esterra Park    
Group Health Site, being privately 
developed now as public park 

Grass Lawn  Yes    

Hartman  Yes    

451-22

451-23

451-24

451-25

451-26

451-27

451-18

implemented as part of a future system plan.

451-19

As stated in the first paragraph of the local bus service section, regional express bus/BRT

could replace some service currently provided by local transit agencies. This replacement

could free up transit service hours that could be reallocated to other services.

The second paragraph of this section more narrowly focuses on connections to HCT

stations, indicating a potential increased demand for local bus service connecting to HCT

stations. Modifications of bus service to meet this demand would be identified and

coordinated with transit operators. Some of the modified service could come from hours

that may become available as a result of new regional express bus/BRT services that are

implemented.

451-20

Text has been added to the parking discussion in Section 3.5.3 of the Final SEIS to include

this potential impact. Added text has also been provided in Section 4.4 of the

Transportation Technical Report (Appendix K of the Final SEIS).

451-21

Text has been added to Section 3.8.2 Construction Mitigation section of the Final SEIS as

suggested in this comment. The added text is also included in Section 7.2 of the

Transportation Technical Report (Appendix K of the Final SEIS).

451-22

Section 4.8 in the Final SEIS has been revised to clarify that the list includes but is not

limited to the projects on the list.

451-23

Figure 4-37 in this Final SEIS has been revised to correct the designation of the Microsoft

campus.

451-24

The affected environment discussion in Visual Quality and Aesthetics (Subsection 4.8),

specifically “Town centers” has been revised to mention mixed-use and multi-family land

uses as part of the visual environment in East King County, where appropriate.

451-25

Table G-1 of Appendix G to the Final SEIS has been modified to include all of the listed

parks that are within the buffer distances of the evaluated corridors as provided by the City

of Redmond.
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   Redmond Parks, Trails, and Recreation Facilities 
In ST LRP 
DEIS 

Comment 

Heron Rookery       

Idylwood Beach   Yes    

Juel        

Luke McRedmond Landing       

Martin Park       

Meadow  Yes    

Municipal Campus   Yes    

Nike  Yes    

Northeast Redmond  Yes    

Old Fire House Teen Center       

Old Redmond Schoolhouse Community Center       

O'Leary        

Perrigo Heights       

Perrigo Park  Yes    

Redmond West Wetlands  Yes    

Reservoir Park  Yes    

Riverwalk       

Rotary Park       

Sammamish Valley        

Scotts Pond        

SE Redmond Trail Open Space        

Slough Park   Yes 
Name changed to Dudley Carter 
Park 

Southeast Redmond       

Spiritbrook  Yes    

Sunset Gardens  Yes    

The Stroll       

Town Center Open Space       

Viewpoint  Yes  In Redmond, not Bellevue 

Viewpoint Open Space  Yes    

Watershed     Not sure if considered 1022?  

Welcome  Yes    

Westside  Yes    

Willows Creek  Yes    

Redmond/PSE Trail  Yes    

Bear Creek Trail       

Evans Creek Trail       

Redmond Central Connector       

SE Redmond Lakeside Trail       

116th Street Trail       

 
 

 

451-26

We have added the corridor to the list in Appendix G.  Rail banked corridors like the

Eastside Rail Corridor, however, that are formally reserved for a future transportation

facility, may function temporarily as a trail but are not subject to section 4(f) protection.

451-27

The information presented in Appendix G to the Final SEIS has been revised using the

City's recently updated publicly available GIS dataset.
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Historic and Cultural Resources (Subsection 4.12) 

 (PG 4‐161) Regulatory Environment section 4.12.1 should include consultations with County and 
local Landmark/Historic Commissions. 

 (PG 4‐167) Figure 4‐43 should include Redmond’s 16 Designated Landmarks.  A list of current 
designated Historic Landmarks can be found in “Appendix 5. Redmond Heritage Resource 
Register” of the Redmond Zoning Code (http://online.encode‐360.com/regs/redmond/Doc‐
Viewer.aspx?secid=4225). 
 

Stormwater 

 Sound Transit should remove assertions throughout the document that identify stormwater 

management requirements based on planning level analysis. Specifically: 

o Tracks are claimed to be pervious, non‐pollution generating surfaces.  

o Replaced surfaces are not subject to stormwater requirements. 

o All projects are considered road related.  

o Cities and counties in which Sound Transit provides services are subject to NPDES 
Municipal Stormwater Permits. Cities and counties review/permit Sound Transit projects 
in their jurisdiction. The assertions made in the draft SEIS do not meet the requirements 
and definitions cities and counties are permit bound to apply to Sound Transit projects. 
This creates a situation that places local governments in an undesirable predicament. 
Sound Transit should follow the requirements for development and redevelopment that 
local governments are required to uphold.  

 Sound transit should expand the list of impaired water bodies to include category 4 listed 

waters. Currently the SEIS only identifies category 5 (“303d”) listings. Category 4a and 4b listed 

waters have a USEPA approved TMDL or pollution control plan, respectively. Waters in category 

4a and 4b are typically high priority water bodies that are impaired, and as such have been 

studied and a plan is in place to address the pollution issue(s). Having a plan does not mean the 

water body is no longer polluted, it simply has a plan. The plans typically include actions that 

local governments have committed to do, including development/redevelopment requirements. 

Redmond has TMDLs for Bear Creek and Evans Creek. Some of the actions can be entered into 

NPDES municipal stormwater permits, which local governments are required by law to uphold. 

Sound transit should review category 4 waters and include them in the SEIS. Additionally, the 

actions the category 4 plans identify (as applicable) should be included in the SEIS, or at least 

mention that Sound Transit will uphold the commitments made by the local jurisdiction they are 

building within.  

 Sound Transit should review water resource inventory area (WRIA) plans within the service area 

for information about important salmon habitat. In Redmond, Bear Creek and Evans Creek 

should be identified as significant/important salmon habitat. Other water bodies should also be 

listed that are not currently listed.   

451-28

451-29

451-30

451-31

451-32

451-28

Section 4.12.1 of the Final SEIS has been revised to note that project development would

require consultation with many entities, including local governments, local landmark/historic

commissions, tribes, and other consulting parties.

451-29

Figure 4-43 in the Final SEIS includes only National Register of Historic Places-listed

historic properties and not properties listed on state or local registers. Sound Transit

recognizes the importance of the City of Redmond's designated landmarks. The level of

analysis for this SEIS is appropriate for programmatic level planning purposes, however,

individual projects will require site-specific analysis when they undergo project-level

environmental review in the future. At that time, the more detailed analyses would include

consideration of all state and local landmarks such as Redmond's designated landmarks.

451-30

As with every element of the environment, Sound Transit has performed a system-wide

evaluation of potential transit corridors based on a general set of stormwater assumptions.

Individual projects will require site-specific analysis when they receive project-level

environmental review.

Sound Transit agrees that tracks (including tie and ballast) are considered impervious

surfaces for purposes of stormwater management and has corrected the Draft SEIS text

misstating that it was not. Sound Transit is consulting with Ecology regarding the issue of

whether the light rail trackway is a pollutant generating surface requiring stormwater

treatment. Sound Transit’s analysis of the environmental impacts of light rail has found that

the light rail trackway is not a significant source of pollutants in surface and stormwater

runoff. This analysis has been reviewed by regulatory agencies including U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service (USFWS), National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration National

Marine Fisheries Service (NOAA Fisheries), WSDOT, and local jurisdictions including

Seattle, Tukwila, SeaTac and Bellevue. The resultant opinion of all reviewing agencies to

date is that impervious surfaces used solely for light rail trackway are non-pollution

generating.

The Final SEIS neither considers all replaced surfaces being exempt from stormwater

requirements nor identifies all project elements of the evaluated corridors as being road

related. As identified in Section 4.4.1 of the Final SEIS, Sound Transit recognizes the need

to meet federal Clean Water Act requirements as well as state and local water quality

standards and designs stormwater facilities for its projects to meet the requirements of local

jurisdictions and other applicable regulations.

451-31

Section 4.4 of the Final SEIS has been expanded to address Category 4 in addition to

Category 5-listed waters.
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451-32

The Final SEIS, in Section 4.4.2 notes that all major water bodies in the water resource

inventory areas occurring in the plan area are designated for protection for salmon habitat.

Given the large number of water bodies in the Sound Transit district boundary, it is beyond

the scope of this plan-level SEIS to list and review WRIA plans for every one of them.

However, the discussion in Section 4.42. has been expanded to note Bear Creek and

Evans Creek as examples of water bodies designated for protection.
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457-1

457-2

457-3

457-4

457-5

 

457-1

The "Downtown Seattle to Magnolia/Ballard to Shoreline Community College" corridor was

created in response to a scoping comment requesting a corridor that specifically connects

Downtown Seattle, Magnolia/Ballard, and Shoreline Community College. Unlike Corridor F,

which terminates in Ballard, this corridor extends to Shoreline and also serves the edge of

Magnolia as requested in a scoping comment.

457-2

In terms of ridership, a comparison between corridors 1 and 11 would potentially be

conducted during future system planning efforts if both corridors were added to the Long-

Range Plan.

457-3

Corridor R (Seattle to Everett along 99) in the Current Plan Alternative is very similar to

Corridor 3 in the Potential Plan Modifications Alternative. The primary difference is mode,

with corridor R being BRT and corridor 3 being light rail. Another difference is that corridor

3 terminates in Ballard rather than going to downtown Seattle.

457-4

Sound Transit understands that this corridor is currently under study by the City of Seattle

for BRT service. As indicated in Chapter 2 of the Final SEIS, should light rail move forward

in this corridor, tunnels may be appropriate in areas with slopes of more than 5 or 6

percent. The corridor name has been changed to eliminate "Or to Madrona".

457-5

Because this corridor is part of the Potential Plan Modifications Alternative, the Sound

Transit Board would firsthave to modify the current Long-Range Plan in order to implement

high-capacity transit in this corridor. The Long-Range Plan will be updated after issuance of

the Final SEIS. In turn, the updated plan will support Sound Transit Board decisions about

future high-capacity transit investments. If and when there is voter funding approval, any

capital projects that make up the next system plan would be subject to more detailed

project-level reviews.
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457-6

457-7

457-8

457-9

457-10

457-6

In response to comments on the Draft SEIS, Figure 2-9 has been revised to more clearly

distinguish between Potential Plan Modification corridors that have some overlap such as

corridors 10 and 11. In short, both corridors could potentially follow Lake City Way NE.

However, only corridor 10 would extend as far east as north Kirkland. Please see Figure 2-

9 of the Final SEIS.

Because this corridor is part of the Potential Plan Modifications Alternative, the Sound

Transit Board would first have to modify the current Long-Range Plan in order to implement

high-capacity transit in this corridor. The Long-Range Plan will be updated after issuance of

the Final SEIS. In turn, the updated plan will support Sound Transit Board decisions about

future high-capacity transit investments. If and when there is voter funding approval, any

capital projects that make up the next system plan would be subject to more detailed

project-level reviews.

457-7

In response to comments on the Draft SEIS, Figure 2-9 has been revised to more clearly

distinguish between Potential Plan Modification corridors that have some overlap such as

corridors 10 and 11. In short, both corridors could potentially follow Lake City Way NE.

However, only corridor 11 would extend as far as Ballard. Please see Figure 2-9 of the

Final SEIS.

Because this corridor is part of the Potential Plan Modifications Alternative, the Sound

Transit Board would firsthave to modify the current Long-Range Plan in order to implement

high-capacity transit in this corridor. The Long-Range Plan will be updated after issuance of

the Final SEIS. In turn, the updated plan will support Sound Transit Board decisions about

future high-capacity transit investments. If and when there is voter funding approval, any

capital projects that make up the next system plan would be subject to more detailed

project-level reviews.

457-8

A new transit center at the Rainier Beach Station has been added as a representative

project under the Potential Plan Modifications Alternative (see Appendix A of the Final

SEIS). These are projects that could be implemented along the corridors that comprise the

Potential Plan Modifications Alternative. The list represents the types of projects or support

facilities that could be implemented in the future if, and when, any of the HCT corridors (as

shown on the Potential Plan Modifications Alternative map) are implemented.

457-9

All of the corridors studied in the Final SEIS are intended to reflect a general area within

which high-capacity transit could be implemented. The current Long-Range Plan explicitly

states that “the lines on the map representing future service investments are intended to

show general corridors that would be served, and do not represent specific routings or
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457-11

457-12

457-13

457-14

457-15

457-16

457-17

457-9

alignments.” Therefore, the corridor noted in your comment could potentially be located

along 125th and connect to planned Link stations in the area. (Please note that Draft SEIS

corridor 29 has been re-numbered to corridor 40 in the Final SEIS). The analysis of

alignments, station locations, and other design details would be evaluated during future

project-level reviews for those corridors that are ultimately implemented. At that time, the

city and other stakeholders would have additional opportunities to comment.

457-10

A Rainier Beach Transit Center has been added as a representative project under the

Current Plan Alternative (see Appendix A of the Final SEIS, Tables A-1 through A-6).

These are projects that could be implemented along the corridors that comprise the Current

Plan Alternative regardless of whether service is already in operation along those corridors.

The list represents the types of projects or support facilities that could be implemented in

the future if, and when, any of the HCT corridors (as shown on the Current Plan Alternative

map) are implemented.

457-11

If the the Sound Transit Board decides to include Corridor 21 it in the updated Long-Range

Plan, more detailed analysis of this corridor could be conducted in system planning or

future phases of project development.

457-12

Page 2-2 in the Final SEIS has been revised ot say that the Long-Range Plan is fiscally

unconstrained.

457-13

The name of the Ballard study in Section 2.2.3 has been revised to read "Ballard to

Downtown Seattle Transit Expansion Study".

457-14

Please see the response to common comment 17 - Feeder bus service in Section 5.3.4 of

Chapter 5 of this Final SEIS.

Section 2.4.5 of the Final SEIS has been revised to clarify that streetcars can support

regional transit hubs.

457-15

Section 2.4.5 of the Final SEIS has been revised to clarify in the map and table which

corridors are listed in Seattle's Transit Master Plan.
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457-17

457-18

457-19

457-20

457-21

 

457-16

Figure 2-11 also includes streetcar corridors that were suggested by others (in addition to

the City of Seattle) during the Draft SEIS scoping period. The figure had been revised in the

Final SEIS to clarify which streetcar corridors are included in the Seattle Transit Master

Plan and which were suggested by others.

457-17

In response to your comment, Figure 2-11 in the Final SEIS and accompanying text have

been revised to provide greater clarity. A table with a description of these corridors has also

been added.

457-18

Please see the response to common comment 15 - Use updated population and

employment projections in section 5.3.4 of Chapter 5 of this Final SEIS.

457-19

Figure 3-4 in the Final SEIS has been revised to more clearly show where the BNSF and

Union Pacific lines currently overlap.

457-20

For modeling, both the ST2 scenario and the Current Plan Alternative were essentially the

same with respect to the streetcar network; both scenarios include only the First Hill and

the South Lake Union streetcars. Therefore, there is little change in streetcar boardings

between the two scenarios. In contrast, the Potential Plan Modifications Alternative

includes other streetcars that are in Seattle's current Transit Master Plan or that were

suggested by others during the SEIS scoping process. The Center City Connector streetcar

project was included as part of the Potential Plan Modifications Alternative.

457-21

Please see the response to common comment 16 - Increase parking availability at HCT

stations in section 5.3.4 of Chapter 5 of this Final SEIS.
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457-22

457-23

457-24

457-25

457-26

457-22

Sound Transit appreciates the City of Seattle’s support of the TOD policy and land use

strategy.

457-23

Please see the response to common comment 15 - Use updated population and

employment projections in section 5.3.4 of Chapter 5 of this Final SEIS.

457-24

A Rainier Beach Transit Center has been added as a representative project under the

Current Plan Alternative (see Appendix A of the Final SEIS, Tables A-1 through A-6).

These are projects that could be implemented along the corridors that comprise the Current

Plan Alternative regardless of whether service is already in operation along those corridors.

The list represents the types of projects or support facilities that could be implemented in

the future if, and when, any of the HCT corridors (as shown on the Current Plan Alternative

map) are implemented.

457-25

Table A-11 in Appendix A of the Final SEIS has been modified to clarify which streetcar

projects are in adopted city or transit agency plans, including those in Seattle's TMP. The

1st Avenue streetcar from Downtown to Uptown was also added to the list of representative

streetcar projects.

457-26

The proposed policy has been added as a representative potential policy in Table A-11 of

the Final SEIS.
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464-1

464-2

464-3

 

464-1

Shoreline Community College would be served by Corridor 3 as described in Section 2.4.1

of the Final SEIS. The description of the corridor now includes Shoreline Community

College.

464-2

All of the corridors studied in the Final SEIS are intended to reflect a general area within

which high-capacity transit could be implemented. The current Long-Range Plan explicitly

states that “the lines on the map representing future service investments are intended to

show general corridors that would be served, and do not represent specific

routings or alignments.” There are several corridors included in the SEIS that could

potentially provide service to Edmonds Community College. These include corridor R in the

Current Plan Alternative and corridors 3, 24,and 26 in the Potential Plan Modifications

Alternative. (Please note that Draft SEIS corridor 20 has been re-numbered to corridor 24

in the Final SEIS). The analysis of alignments, station locations, and other design details

would be evaluated during future project-level reviews for those corridors that are ultimately

implemented. At that time, the city and other stakeholders would have additional

opportunities to comment.

464-3

Sound Transit will continue to participate in the City’s RDP process including the potential

for widening 145th Street. The Final SEIS evaluates Corridor #40 (previously numbered

#29 in the Draft SEIS) as a potential regional express bus corridor which assumes

operation on existing roadways. It does not evaluate it as a bus rapid transit route with

buses operating within exclusive rights-of-way that could require the addition of a bus-only

travel lane. Section 4.9 of the Final SEIS has been modified to note that any improvements

on 145th Street would be consistent with the City of Shoreline's RDP for 145th Street. The

section has also been revised to state that, in the event 145th Street is widened to

accommodate buses, the impacts to adjacent land uses would be similar to those impacts

described for bus rapid transit in other corridors which have dense development close to

the roadway. Along those corridors, impacts to residential, commercial, or other land uses

could occur.
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464-4

464-5

464-6

464-4

Sound Transit will continue to participate in the City’s RDP process including the potential

for widening 145th Street. Section 4.9 of the Final SEIS has been modified to note that any

improvements on 145th Street would be consistent with the City of Shoreline's RDP for

145th Street.

464-5

Improved east-west service in Shoreline, connecting SR 99 BRT, I-5 LRT and SR 522 HCT

is a representative project in the SEIS as part of the Potential Plan Modifications Alternative

(Appendix A, Table A-11).

464-6

A non-motorized bridge to the 145th Street light rail station has been added as a

representative project to the Current Plan Alternative in Appendix A. "Representative

projects" are an indication of the types of projects that could be implemented under the

Current Plan Alternative if included in a future system plan. However, specific projects,

designs, locations, and operating characteristics would be determined and evaluated at the

project level. Accordingly, new or different projects not listed as representative projects, but

that are similar to the types of representative projects listed, could also be implemented at

the project-level.
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444-10

444-10

Table A-6 in Appendix A to the Final SEIS lists Sound Transit’s policies under the current

Long-Range Plan, including supporting transit-oriented development and sustainability. For

example, Sound Transit's current TOD policy indicates that "... Sound Transit is guided to

work with local jurisdictions to set forth conditions for assuring land uses compatible with

development of high-capacity transportation systems, such as providing for sufficient land

use densities through local actions in high-capacity transit corridors and near passenger

stations, preserving transit rights-of-way, and protecting the region’s environmental quality."

The Sound Transit Board can modify these policies over time as appropriate. In addition,

Table A-11 includes example policies considered under the Potential Plan Modifications

Alternative, including support for implementing the Growing Transit Communities

partnership and direct financial support of transit-oriented development. Finally, section

4.9.1 of the Final SEIS discusses the goals of PSRC's VISION 2040 as a setting for the

development of the Long-Range Plan Update.
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459-1

459-2

459-3

459-4

459-5

 

459-1

Broad, plan-level issues are addressed in this Long-Range Plan Update. In general, when

developing corridors, consideration was given to intermodal connections, especially

between light rail, commuter rail, and regional express bus. Transit connectivity issues

would be evaluated in greater detail during future project-level reviews for those projects

that are ultimately implemented as part of a system plan.

459-2

The corridors included in the Current Plan and Potential Plan Modifications alternatives

represent general corridors that would be served, but do not represent specific routings or

alignments. If and when there is voter funding approval, any capital projects that make up

the next system plan would be subject to project-level reviews. Project-level environmental

review would evaluate specific alignments, station locations, and other project details, and

would include additional public involvement prior to implementation.

Several rail and high-capacity transit (HCT) corridors in the Current Plan and Potential Plan

Modifications alternatives are assumed to connect at Tukwila Station. These lines include

#7 – light rail transit between Puyallup/Sumner and Renton, #23 – HCT between Tukwila

and downtown Seattle, and a rail extension (Corridor B) in the Current Plan Alternative.

459-3

An additional east-west screenline as identified in the comment has been evaluated.

Results are presented in Section 3.4.1 of the Final SEIS (Impacts on Transit Ridership).

Information is also presented in Section 4.1.2 of the Transportation Technical Report

(Appendix K of the Final SEIS).

459-4

The transit ridership forecasts in the Draft SEIS did assume that infill light rail stations were

added in the Potential Plan Modifications Alternative at 133rd Street, Boeing Access Road,

and Graham Street. For the Final SEIS modeling efforts, infill light rail stations are assumed

for both the Current Plan Alternative and the Potential Plan Modifications Alternative.

For those corridors that are advanced as part of a future system plan, more detailed

analysis of alignment and station locationswill occur during system planning and project

development. During system planning and project development the public will have

additional opportunities to provide review and comment.

459-5

Section 4.9 and Appendix F of the Final SEIS have been revised to more fully characterize

the regionally designated urban center at Southcenter.
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459-5

459-6

459-7

 

459-6

The discussion of Tukwila’s Manufacturing Industrial Center (MIC) in Section 4.9 and

Appendix F has been expanded and states that the MIC area is an important regional

center of industrial activity, particularly related to the aerospace sector, and is one of the

four centers designated in King County.

459-7

The Final SEIS and Appendix F have been expanded to include Tukwila South. The level of

detail is consistent with and appropriate for the broad, plan-level issues being addressed in

the Long-Range Plan Update.
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459-8

459-9

459-10

459-11

459-12

 

459-8

Detailed alignment and station location decisions for the extension of rail between Burien,

Renton and Lynnwood would be made during future project-level reviews. At that time, the

city and other stakeholders will have additional opportunities to comment.

459-9

Detailed alignment and station location decisions would be made during future project-level

reviews.

459-10

The South King County HCT Corridor Study identified a potential tunnel route under I-5 for

various high capacity transit alignments between Tukwila and Burien.

459-11

As part of the Central and East High Capacity Transit Corridor Study, Sound Transit

evaluated a commuter rail connection from the Eastside Rail Corridorto the Tukwila

Sounder station. A transfer to the Sounder system was evaluated. In addition, in the South

King County HCT Corridor Study, light rail and Bus Rapid Transit connectionsfrom Burien,

Tukwila and Renton were evaluated, including a connection to the Tukwila Sounder station.

The information from these studies will inform the Sound Transit Board's consideration of

potential updates to the Long-Range Plan. Additional information about these high-capacit

transit corridor studies can be found on Sound Transit's web site at:

http://www.soundtransit.org/projects-and-plans/high-capacity-transit-corridor-studies

459-12

The S. 133rd station is included as a representative project in the Current Plan Alternative

(see Appendix A) in the Final SEIS. The City of Tukwila's support for these stations is

noted.
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459-13

459-14

459-15

 

459-13

The Tukwila station listed in Table A-6 of Appendix A to the Final SEIS would be located

along corridor B of the Current Plan Alternative. The exact location of this station would be

determined in the future during project-level reviews. At that time, the City and other

stakeholders would have additional opportunities to comment.

459-14

Sound Transit will adhere to prior project-related agreements.

459-15

Tukwila’s preference for pedestrian/bicycle access has been noted. More detailed project-

specific analysis would occur in the future for those projects that are implemented as part of

a future system plan. At that time, the public and other stakeholders would have additional

opportunities to comment on specific design features such as those noted in this comment.
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459-16

459-17

 

459-16

The Discussion of Tukwila in the FInal SEIS and Appendix F has been expanded to provide

a summary of the future land use plans, and their relationship to the regional transportation

plan. The level of detail is consistent with and appropriate for the broad, plan-level issues

being addressed in the Long-Range Plan Update. Section 4.9 of the Final SEIS been

expanded to state that Tukwila recently adopted a subarea plan for this urban center with

new development regulations calling for more urban development, transit-oriented

development, and new design guidelines that will help transition Southcenter from a

suburban commercial area to a more vibrant mixed use urban center.

459-17

In Appendix F, the discussion of Tukwila's plans for its urban center (and the relationship of

those plans to the regional transportation plan) has been expanded. The level of detail is

consistent with and appropriate for the broad, plan-level issues being addressed in the

Long-Range Plan Update.
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459-17

459-18

 

459-18

The discussion of Tukwila’s Manufacturing Industrial Center (MIC) in Appendix F has been

expanded to state that the MIC area is an important regional center of industrial activity,

particularly related to the aerospace sector, and is one of the four centers designated in

King County. The level of detail is consistent with and appropriate for the broad, plan-level

issues being addressed in the Long-Range Plan Update.
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459-18

459-19

459-20
459-21

459-22

 

459-19

Sound Transit will assess operational noise impacts in accordance with applicable federal,

state, and/or local law and relevent guidance. As noted in Section 4.3.5 of the Final SEIS,

Sound Transit will mitigate noise impacts in accordance with its Light Rail Noise Mitigation

Policy. This policy states that "source treatment measures, which serve to prevent noise

impacts, shall be the preferred means of mitigation. After the implementation of source

treatment operational measures, the use of path measures (between the source and

receiver) shall be the preferred method of mitigating noise impacts. This will primarily

consist of noise barriers, alignment modifications, acquisitions or buffer zones. Sound

insulation of buildings will be used to mitigate noise impacts only where path measures are

ineffective, unreasonable and/or infeasible forms of mitigation."

459-20

The residential parcels within noise screening distances reflect current property boundaries

and zoning to provide a comparison of the potential for impact and need for mitigation

between corridors. They do not represent a definitive count of impacts from individual

projects. If a project is implemented as part of a future system plan, project-level analysis

would identify individual residential units that would experience noise impacts from the

specific project being analyzed and would evaluate mitigation options. The project-level

analysis would follow FTA policy of evaluating impacts to all existing or planned future

projects that had received a building permit at the time of the project-level noise impact

analysis. Developments that occur after the acceptance of the individual transit project

would need to consider the noise from the transit project as existing conditions prior to the

development.

459-21

Because specific alignments have not been established for the transit corridors identified in

the Final SEIS, a very conservative approach of identifying wide buffer zones was taken.

For light rail, a one-mile wide corridor was considered, as noted in Table 4-19 of the Final

SEIS. This approach identified resources, including important ecosystems, in the general

vicinity of where individual corridors could be developed. As discussed in Section 4.4.3 of

the Final SEIS, many of the identified resources could be avoided during individual project-

level planning and design. The one-mile wide Tukwila to SODO via Duamish industrual

area corridor intersects with the Duwamish River, East Duwamish greenbelt, Lower Green

River wetland complexs. The description of potentially affected areas has been refined in

the Final SEIS to include only those resources within the corridor buffer area.

459-22

The discussion of Tukwila in Appendix F has been expanded to also provide a summary of

future land use plans, and their relationship to the regional transportation plan. The level of

detail is consistent with and appropriate for the broad, plan-level issues being addressed in

the Long-Range Plan Update.
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459-22
459-23

459-24

459-25

459-26

459-27
459-28

459-29

 

459-23

The discussion of South King County's northern boundaries in Section 4.9.2 has been

revised.

459-24

The discussion of Tukwila's Regional Growth Center's existing uses in Section 4.9.2 has

been expanded consistent with and appropriate for the broad, plan-level issues being

addressed in the Long-Range Plan Update.

459-25

This would be studied in greater detail during future project-level reviews as appropriate. At

that time, the City of Tukwila and other stakeholders would have additional opportunities to

comment on potential alignments and station locations.

459-26

The corridors included in the Long-Range Plan are very broadly defined for planning

purposes, and Corridor D represents one potential rail segment extension between Burien,

Renton, Bellevue, and Lynnwood. The intent is to provide flexibility in the future (i.e., during

project-level reviews) in determining where alignments should go with a greater degree of

specificity. Given this flexibility, Sound Transit could potentially evaluate a connection to the

Tukwila Commuter Rail Station from Renton during future project-level reviews for Corridor

D. Alternatively, Sound Transit could potentially implement only part of Corridor D, such as

from Burien to the Tukwila Commuter Rail Station. As part of project development, Sound

Transit would evaluate the effects of particular connections on the local and regional

transportation systems. At that time, input from stakeholders (including the public and local

jurisdictions) would also be solicited.

459-27

Conceptually, bus corridors 34, 35, and 36 could serve Tukwila. On page 4-135 of the Final

SEIS, text has been added to clarify that these corridors could also serve a number of

regional growth centers, including Tukwila.

459-28

The Final SEIS notes in Section 4.10.1 that a petroleum products pipeline is located along

the eastern portion of the Plan area. The described pipeline is the Olympic Pipeline. The

text in the Final SEIS has been modified to provide additional information and to clarify that

this pipeline also runs through Tukwila.

459-29

The described transmission lines have been confirmed and added to Section 4.10 of the

Final SEIS.
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459-29

459-30

459-31

459-32

459-33

 

459-30

As discussed in Section 4.10.4 of the Final SEIS, crime prevention measures would be

further analyzed during project-level reviews and would be developed in coordination with

local jurisdictions.

459-31

The five central business districts (CBDs) identified in the Draft SEIS are located in the five

subareas within the Sound Transit district. The Kent CBD was selected as the

representative CBD for the South King County subarea in part since it has a generally

central location within the subarea, while Tukwila is located at the northern end of the

South King County subarea.

459-32

Potential light rail corridor 7 in the Potential Plan Modifications Alternative would connect

Puyallup/Sumner with Renton via SR 167, which does run parallel to Sounder Commuter

Rail through that corridor. Detailed design decisions including station and terminus

locations would be made in project development should this corridor be implemented.

459-33

The transit ridership forecasts in the Draft SEIS did assume that infill light rail transit

stations were added in the Potential Plan Modifications Alternative at 133rd Street, Boeing

Access Road, and Graham Street. For the Final SEIS, infill light rail stations are identified

for both the Current Plan Alternative and the Potential Plan Modifications Alternative. For

those corridors that are advanced as part of a future system plan, more detailed analysis of

alignments and station locations will occur during system planning and project

development. During system planning and project development, the public will have

additional opportunities to provide review and comment.
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459-33

459-34

459-35

459-36

459-37

459-38

459-39

459-34

For the ridership analysis presented in Chapter 3 of the SEIS, light rail was assumed for the

HCT corridor "Tukwila Sounder Station to Downtown Seattle via Sea-Tac Airport, Burien,

and West Seattle" because itprovided similar service as the Potential Plan Modifications

light rail corridor "Downtown Seattle to West Seattle/Burien" and Current Plan potential rail

extension corridor "Burien to Renton." BRT was assumed for the two other HCT corridors

("Downtown Seattle to Edmonds via Ballard, Shoreline Community College," and "West

Seattle to Ballard via Central District, Queen Anne.")

459-35

The transit ridership forecasts in the Draft SEIS did assume that infill Sounder stations were

added in the Potential Plan Modifications Alternative at Boeing Access Road. For the Final

SEIS, infill Sounder stations at Boeing Access Road and Georgetown are identified for both

the Current Plan Alternative and the Potential Plan Modifications Alternative. As a result, for

travel between the Tukwila urban center and the Seattle CBD, there would be no difference

in transit travel time between the Current Plan Alternative and the Potential Plan

Modifications Alternative. With the added stations, there would be higher transit travel times

for Tukwila CBD-Seattle CBD between the Current Plan Alternative and ST2 than what was

indicated in the Draft SEIS; this revised travel time is indicated in Table 3-5 of the Final

SEIS.

Travel time savings between Seattle and Tukwila, identified in Tables 3-5 and 3-6 of the

Final SEIS, are estimated between the Seattle CBD and the Tukwila urban center and not

the light rail station at Tukwila International Boulevard Station. So corridor 9 in the Final

SEIS, which would not serve the Tukwila urban center, would have limited effect on travel

between those two origins and destinations. However, the travel time savings for this

corridor would be realized at Tukwila International Blvd Station and stations farther

southward on the spine.

459-36

An additional screenline has been evaluated in response to this comment and is presented

in Section 3.4.1 of the Final SEIS (Impacts on transit ridership). Information has also been

presented in Section 4.1.2 of the Transportation Technical Report (Appendix K of the Final

SEIS).

459-37

Several corridors identified in the Potential Plan Modifications Alternative would serve both

Renton and Tukwila, specifically the Tukwila Sounder station. Corridor D between

Lynnwood and Renton is light rail but it would serve as an extension of Corridor B, which is

light rail between Renton and Burien. Corridor B would serve the Tukwila Sounder; as a

result, ridership results of this light rail service are reflected at screenlines 4 and 10.
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459-39

459-40

459-41

459-42

459-38

As noted Table 3-9, light rail corridor D between Renton and Lynnwood along I-405 would

affect transit demand at screenline 21. However, corridor D would serve as an extension of

light rail corridor B between Burien and Renton. Ridership results at screenline 21 already

reflect service at the Tukwila Sounder station, which would be served by corridor B.

459-39

For both the Current Plan and Alternative and Potential Plan Modifications Alternative in the

Draft SEIS, an additional Sounder station was included at Boeing Access Road and

additional Link stations were located at 133rd and Boeing Access Road. However, the

increase in ridership at these additional stations would be offset by a reduction in ridership

at other nearby stations and from the added travel times resulting from the additional

stations.

Yes, the relatively low volume of added daily transit ridership attributable to Corridor 9

would in part result from either reduced service frequencies in Rainier Valley or the added

transfer. Regarding the statement about an added screenline, this has been added and is

included in the Final SEIS.

For the new screenline (#24) at North of S 128th Street in the Final EIS, ridership increases

would occur between the Current Plan Alternative and the Potential Plan Modifications

Alternative. It is estimated that several HCT corridors (6, 7, and 36) other than corridor 9

would be contributing to this increase.

459-40

The text has been changed to indicate that corridor 2 extends to Burien. This revised text is

in Section 3.4.1 of the Final SEIS. The text is also included in Section 4.1.2 of the

Transportation Technical Report (Appendix K of the Final SEIS).

459-41

The transit ridership forecasts in the Draft SEIS did assume that infill light rail transit

stations were added in the Potential Plan Modifications Alternative at 133rd Street, Boeing

Access Road, and Graham Street. For the Final SEIS, infill light rail stations are included

for both the Current Plan Alternative and the Potential Plan Modifications Alternative.

However, the ridership impact analysis for the Current Plan and Potential Plan

Modifications alternatives also assume a number of new transit corridors in the region.

Therefore, the impacts of any one change cannot be determined as part of this effort.

459-42

As the Link light rail system is expanded southward (e.g., Angle Lake station opens in

2016, followed by Kent/Des Moines in 2023) opportunities will occur for local and commuter

bus routes to be modified and/or added in order to connect riders between these stations

and their environs. The Tacoma South area could be serve by these new/revised services.
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459-42

459-42

In the shorter term, deviations by current Metro routes 157 and 180 from Orillia Road, and

route 906 from S. 180th, could serve the future development area.
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!

!
!
!
!
!
!
July!23,!2014!
!
!
Karin!Ertl!
Sound!Transit!
Union!Station!
401!S.!Jackson!Street!
Seattle,!WA!98104!
!
!
RE:! LongERange!Plan!Draft!SEIS!
!
Dear!Mrs.!Ertl:!
!
The!City!of!University!Place!appreciates!the!work!Sound!Transit!and!others!have!done!preparing!
the!LongERange!Plan!Update!and!providing!an!opportunity!to!comment!on!the!LongERange!Plan!
Draft!SEIS.!!The!City!Council!of!the!City!of!University!Place!held!a!study!session!on!July!7,!2014!to!
discuss!the!future!of!transit!in!University!Place.!!During!this!study!session!the!City!Council!was!
asked!to!provide!comments!on!Sound!Transit’s!LongERange!Plan!Draft!SEIS.!!Following!the!study!
session!the!City!Council!directed!staff!to!prepare!a!council!resolution!containing!their!comments!on!
Sound!Transit’s!LongERange!Plan!Draft!SEIS.!
!
On!July!21,!2014!the!City!Council!adopted!the!attached!resolution.!
!
Should!you!have!any!questions!regarding!the!attached!resolution,!please!do!not!hesitate!to!contact!
me!at!(253)!460E2519!or!at!DSwindale@cityofup.com.!
!
!
Sincerely,!
!
!
!
David!Swindale,!AICP!
Director,!Planning!and!Development!Services!!
City!of!University!Place!
3715!Bridgeport!Way!
University!Place,!WA!98466!
!
!
Copy:! City!Council!
! Steven!Sugg,!City!Manager!
!
!
!
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363-1

363-2

363-3

363-4

363-5

363-1

In response to comments on the Draft SEIS, the corridors for the Potential Plan

Modifications Alternative have been reconfigured in the Tacoma area and corridor numbers

have changed. Please see Figures 2-9 and 2-10 in the Final SEIS. As shown in Figure 2-9,

light rail corridor 17 (corridor 6 in the Draft SEIS) shows a more direct route through

University Place from Steilacoom to Ruston.

363-2

For the Final SEIS, a regional express bus corridor included in the list of Potential Plan

Modifications (see corridor 38 in Figure 2-10 of the Final SEIS - University Place to Titlow

Beach to downtown Tacoma) has been revised to clarify service to University Place.

363-3

Sound Transit staff would be happy to meet with the City and its citizens. Please contact

Karen Kitsis, Planning and Development Manager at 206-398-5191.

363-4

The Potential Plan Modifications Alternative (see Figure 2-9 in the Final SEIS) corridors 6,

16, and 17 could include service along Bridgeport Way through the Town Center. All of the

corridors studied in the Final SEIS are intended to reflect a general area within which high-

capacity transit could be implemented. The current Long-Range Plan explicitly states that

“the lines on the map representing future service investments are intended to show general

corridors that would be served, and do not represent specific routings or alignments.”

Specific alignments will not be identified in the updated Long-Range Plan. For those

corridors that are ultimately funded and implemented, more detailed project-level reviews

will occur in the future including a more in-depth alternatives analysis that evaluates various

alignment options. At that time, the public will have additional opportunities to review and

comment on those alignment options.

363-5

The mission of Sound Transit is to develop a regional transit system that connects regional

centers with high-capacity transit (HCT), thus providing a fast, reliable alternative to the

automobile. As part of any implementation phase of Long-Range Plan elements, planning

and design efforts will recognize evolving technology, design, demographic, and land use

trends affecting HCT development and operations.
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